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– Meeting Summary –
On June 18, 2008, the Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee convened its third meeting at the
USFWS Mountain-Prairie Regional Office in Lakewood, CO. See Attachment A for the meeting agenda and
Attachment B for the participant list.
For copies of the slides presented at the meeting, please visit the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service website at
www.fws.gov/habitatconservation/windpower/wind_turbine_advisory_committee.html.
Meeting Objective:

¾ Discussion and clarification of objectives to guide the Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee in
its development of recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior.
A summary of the one-day Committee meeting was prepared by consultants Robin Gregory, Value Scope
Research, and Graham Long, Compass Resource Management, and is included in its entirety below. The
agenda included a time slot for public comment at the end of the day. See Attachment C for the written
comment submitted by members of the public. A set of Next Steps were identified based on the outcomes
of the meeting. A Next Steps document was distributed to the Committee following the meeting, and is
included in this summary as Attachment D.
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FAC June 18 Meeting: Summary of Issues Discussion
Robin Gregory & Graham Long (consultants to FAC)
DRAFT: June 26, 2008

1.0 Introduction
On June 18, 2008 a special session of the Federal Wind Turbines Advisory Committee (FAC) was held in
Lakewood, Colorado at the regional offices of the US Fish and Wildlife Service. The purpose of the
meeting was to clarify the leading issues to be discussed by the Committee during the course of their
deliberations on ways to minimize impacts to wildlife resulting from new development of wind turbines
for producing electricity. Although this charge at first appears straightforward, any risk minimization
effort of this type faces difficult questions concerned with scope, information quality, and tradeoffs
across competing objectives (e.g., time vs. quality, breadth of coverage vs. depth, etc). At the April
23/24 meeting of the FAC (in Washington DC), a short discussion was led by Dr. Gregory on the topic of
setting clear objectives and identifying scope of effort so as to aid future efforts of the FAC and to
facilitate both effective use of committee members’ time and clear communication with external
audiences (within participating agencies as well as members of the public). Coming from the April
meeting, a recommendation was made to continue this discussion at the June 18 session.

2.0 Methods
As preparation for the June 18 discussions, the consultants prepared a short list of issues that had been
raised during earlier discussions (including the one‐hour initial discussion on April 24) or that had been
raised by participants as part of interviews or in written communication (e.g., subcommittee reports).
When combined with the four‐point charter given to the Committee from the Secretary of Interior, this
list provided a starting point for probing in more depth the range of issues (also termed values or
interests or objectives) that FAC members considered to be potentially important. 1 These were grouped
into six categories: biological, economic, social, legal, institutional and process. The consultants also
prepared other materials, including initial sketches of influence diagrams, to help illustrate some of the
connections and linkages across different topics and to help FAC members to have a better idea of some
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The consultants initially termed these “values” to contrast with the more formal term “objectives” used to
designate both an issue and a desired direction of change (e.g., “minimize financial costs”). However, several FAC
members found this terminology confusing and so the more general term “issues” was adopted.
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of the more problematic issues of scope and focus that would be discussed at the meeting. In addition,
the consultants prepared weighting sheets that would be used by FAC members to work from the
longer, more comprehensive lists of issues to a smaller sub‐set of issues identified as those on which the
recommendations of the FAC potentially could have the most impact. The intent was to have members
distinguish among the designated issues so that those that were considered both important and
relevant could form the basis for future FAC discussions whereas those issues considered unimportant
would not be discussed in depth and those considered important but either outside the mandate of FAC
or clearly within the mandate of other ongoing processes also would receive less attention.
This logic ‐‐ starting with problem definition and moving to the identification of issues and objectives
and the clarification of a subset of issues intended to form the basis of discussions and information
gathering exercises – is basic to the practice of structured decision making (SDM), which provides a way
to help organize and structure discussions of the FAC. In particular, the use of SDM techniques is
intended to help bound discussions of the FAC (what is in, what is out) and provide a transparent
mechanism by which the logic lying behind the final FAC recommendations can easily be communicated
and understood by multiple audiences. In addition, the use of SDM methods is intended to enhance the
effectiveness of the FAC discussion by helping members to focus their attention and resources on those
issues (consistent with their charter) where they can most effectively provide input to the Secretary of
Interior, whether via the development of guidelines or through other means (e.g., risk minimization
frameworks, tradeoff‐analyses, recommendations for further research, etc..

3.0 Results
3.1 Initial Issues List
The list of the issues discussion are summarized below. These entries incorporate comments – changes
of wording, subtractions from the list, and additions to the list‐‐ made by FAC members during the June
18 morning discussions.

Biological
o Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on wildlife populations and habitat
o

Address cumulative biological impacts – focus on populations, (local or larger scale) over space
and time

o

Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on federal and state trust species (including
fish, migratory birds, & endangered species) and associated habitats.

o

Protect wildlife populations on a landscape vs. project and specific
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o

Address indirect biological impacts such as displacement and habitat fragmentation.

o

Establish comprehensive framework to address all species

o

Provide methodology for risk and impact assessment that captures environmental variability

o

Reduce uncertainty regarding biological impacts over time with the goal of reducing negative
impacts on wildlife over time.

Economic
o Develop predictable and economically‐efficient permit process
o

Avoid guidelines that would unduly suppress wind energy development

o

Reach early agreement on the balance of expected impacts and the cost of acquiring
information, recognizing the effects of economies of scale.

o

Evaluate relative costs and benefits to wildlife and wind

o

Encourage PTC, R & D, accelerated depreciation for manufacturers

o

Minimize post‐construction decommissioning of wind facilities.

Social
o Establish mechanisms for determining appropriate risk‐mgt response
o

Address equity concerns regarding the distribution of costs and benefits

o

Enhance/protect credibility of wind industry

o

Enhance/protect credibility of federal and state regulators

o

Improve education about wind and wildlife issues

o

Examine whether the presence of wind turbines indirectly affects enjoyment of wildlife (e.g.,
hunting, photography, hiking, other recreational activities).

Legal
o Establish consistent framework with incentives to ensure compliance with relevant federal
statutes (e.g., MBTA, BGEPA)
o

Determine whether thresholds exist for agencies to take actions on private lands

Institutional
o Recognize voluntary focus of risk framework
o

Ensure mechanism for addressing landscape‐level impacts

o

Develop macro (e.g., GIS mapping) approaches to complement micro, site specific approaches
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o

Develop incentives to encourage early contact with local ngo’s, Tribes, residents, industry

o

Ensure mechanisms for coordinating effectively with states / tribes, state, and local gov’ts

o

Establish compatible evaluation approaches by federal, state, tribal & local gov’ts

o

Minimize risk & liability to industry under federal wildlife laws

o

Adopt and promote use of best available tools for impact evaluation

o

Ensure that compatible evaluation processes apply across DOI and other federal agencies

o

Clarify role that FWS, other federal / state agencies will play in minimizing effects on wildlife

Process
o Provide a mechanism to incorporate learning/reduce uncertainty over time
o

Establish formal mechanism for making periodic revisions to Guidelines

o

Establish consistent & collaborative process for meeting objectives and for implementing FAC
recommendations

o

Make use of functional approaches rather than prescriptive (subcommittees to elaborate)

o

Ensure that local and geographic‐specific concerns are addressed

o

Ensure broad acceptance of guidelines (to encourage use by federal, state, local jurisdictions)

o

Include mechanisms (e.g., incentives) to stimulate use of FAC recommendations

o

Consider adoption of rewards (e.g., non‐liability) if parties are consistent with guidelines

o

Minimize ineffective requirements or recommendations

o

Establish flexible process that can accommodate unusual considerations

o

Adopt precautionary strategy in cases of serious but uncertain threat to wildlife‐

o

Encourage open communications so developers know where to go for authorization, permits,
constraints across federal, state, local, Tribal jurisdictions

o

Establish national data base that ranks desirability of locations for turbines

o

Empower local decision makers to make decisions with confidence

This list of issues is intended to be comprehensive, in that it shows all considerations that FAC
members noted as important to the success of their deliberations. This list thus becomes a de‐facto
table of contents: because these are the things that matter to FAC members, then they should be
discussed – however in‐depth or briefly ‐‐ as part of the Committee’s report. However, experience
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has shown that long lists of issues are not necessarily helpful as means to orient discussion or to
facilitate the development of effective recommendations, because they fail to provide sufficient
guidance as to priorities (what is more or less important?) or to relationships (how is one item
influence by changes in another?). To accomplish this further level of clarification, several SDM
techniques can be helpful.

3.2 Illustrative Objectives Hierarchy
A first technique is known as an objectives hierarchy. This takes an initial list of issues and then
provides additional clarification as to the relationship among these elements: which are of a higher
order and which are of a lower order. This is done for three primary reasons: to facilitate the
comparison among issues, to help focus discussions at an appropriate level of detail (in particular,
to get out on the table key distinctions that might otherwise be overlooked), and to avoid the
inefficiencies that come with unnecessary depth of discussion on minor topics (since the
implication is that there then will be less time or resources for addressing more relevant or
important issues).

Initial steps to create an objectives hierarchy were taken as part of the June 18 meeting. If desired,
additional time could be given to this task at a future meeting, leading to a matrix of objectives versus
action items that would help to determine in some detail those topics on which FAC deliberations would
be best focused. An example objectives hierarchy, based on portions of the discussion of biological
issues, is shown below: the bulleted objective is listed first, followed by sub‐objectives.

•

Avoid, minimize or mitigate impacts on wildlife populations and habitat …
o

… at the site‐level


… during facility design



… during facility construction



… populations during facility operations


o

•

…during normal operating conditions

•

…during exceptional operating conditions

… populations during facility decommissioning

… at the landscape or population level


… during site selection



…during regional or national wind energy planning
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•

Minimize unnecessary expenditures resulting from measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate
impacts on wildlife populations and habitat
o

o

•

…for developers…


…during site selection



…during facility design



…during operations



…during decommissioning

For regulators and other groups


…during site selection



…during facility design



…during operations



…during decommissioning

Ensure measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate impacts on wildlife populations and habitat can
be effectively implemented, coordinated and administered
o

o

•

…during regional or national transmission planning

Maximize effective co‐ordination and standardization of federal, state, tribal and county
to avoid, minimize or mitigate impacts on wildlife populations and habitat …


…during site selection



…during facility design



…during operations



…during decommissioning

Minimize barriers to the efficient implementation of measures to avoid, minimize or
mitigate impacts on wildlife populations and habitat arising from the interpretation of
legal requirements…


…during site selection



…during facility design



…during operations



…during decommissioning

Maximize the ability to monitor and learn about the effectiveness of measures to avoid,
minimize or mitigate impacts on wildlife populations and habitat…
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•

o

…during site selection

o

…during facility design

o

…during operations

o

during decommissioning

Etc.

3.3 Weightings of Issue Importance
Another (related) technique is to weight (i.e., rank or rate) issues in terms of their relative importance.
For FAC, the most helpful rating was determined to be not importance – since some of the more
important issues with respect to wind turbines and effects on wildlife might either lie outside the
mandate of FAC or already be handled by a parallel effort – but rather the relative effectiveness
associated with FAC members spending their scarce time and resources addressing the issue with the
ultimate purpose of providing sound advice to the Secretary of Interior. Thus FAC members were
provided with the comprehensive list of issues and asked, in their opinion, to state “How effective would
it be for FACA to dedicate time to this?” with respect to every issue. This task was completed in two
parts: first, each member was given a one‐page list and asked to assign each issue a rank of 1 – 5 (see
below); second, a discussion was held with all members present to review ranks and to determine if
there was agreement among members on the inclusion of each item in the final list (and, if not, to
ascertain the reason why, such as redundancy or lack of clarity or inappropriateness for FAC). Ranks
were completed using the following scale:
1=FACA time/ resources very effectively spent addressing the issue
2=FACA time/ resources quite effectively spent addressing the issue
3=FACA time/ resources moderately effectively spent addressing the issue
4=FACA time/ resources somewhat effectively spent addressing the issue
5=FACA time/ resources not very effectively spent addressing the issue
This information can be displayed in several ways, depending on perspective and needs. The first
display of this information, shown below in Table 1, is by issue category (biological, social, etc).
Information is included on the relevant FAC Charter (A – D) and on the mean score across all participants
(only FAC members; rankings by Committee consultants, members of the public, or other persons in the
room are not included). Items shown in green are considered to be essential and are highly ranked by
FAC members. Items shown in red are considered to be either (a) in need of further discussion, because
not everyone is clear about their meaning or implications, or (b) outside of the direct domain of FAC
deliberations but within the domain of issues that FAC can and should influence.
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Table 1: Ranks by issue category, unsorted
Category
BIOLOGICAL

Charter
A

Mean
1.0

n
18

Description
Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on wildlife
populations and habitat

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.9

18

address cumulative biological impacts – focus on populations,
(local or larger scale) ---over space and time – including
landcape level impacts

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.2

18

Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on federal and
state trust species (and fish, migra birds, endang species) and
associated habitats.

BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL

A
A

1.9
1.7

18
18

wildlife populations on a landscape vs. project and specific
address indirect biological impacts such as displacement and
habitat fragmentation.

BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL

D
C

2.4
2.0

18
18

establish comprehensive framework to address all species
provide methodology for risk and impact assessment that
captures environmental variability

BIOLOGICAL

C

1.9

18

reduce uncertainty regarding biological impacts over time with
the goal of reducing those impacts over time.

ECONOMIC

D

2.0

18

Develop predictable and economically-efficient permit process
(F,S,T,GL)

ECONOMIC

B

1.8

18

Avoid guidelines that would unduly suppress wind energy
development

ECONOMIC

B

2.0

18

Reach early agreement on the balance of expected impacts
and the cost of acquiring information, recognizing the effects of
economies of scale.

2.9
4.7

7
6

ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC

Evaluate relative costs and benefits to wildlife and wind
Encourage PTC, R and D, accelerated depreciation for
manufacturers

ECONOMIC
SOCIAL

C

3.7
2.9

6
18

Minimize post-construction decommissioning of wind facilities.
establish mechanisms for determining appropriate risk-mgt
response

SOCIAL

D

4.7

7

address equity concerns regarding the distribution of costs and
benefits

4.5
4.5
3.4
4.3

6
6
17
6

enhance/protect reputation of wind industry
enhance/protect reputation of federal and state regulators
improve education about wind and wildlife issues
Does the presence of wind turbines affect (indirectly)
enjoyment of wildife, i.e.), hunting, photography? Observing
recreational pursuits.

1.6

18

Establish consistent framework with incentives to ensure
compliance with relevant federal statutes

3.7

18

Determine what is threshold for agencies to take actions on
private lands?

2.9
2.3
2.2

12
18
18

Voluntary (focus on voluntary) – a framework
ensure mechanism for addressing landscape-level impacts
Macro approaches (GIS mapping)vs. micro, on site specific

SOCIAL
SOCIAL
SOCIAL
SOCIAL

LEGAL

D

D

LEGAL
INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL

C/A
C

9

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Encourage early contact, develop incentives for early contact –
contact with local ngo’s tribes, ensure mechanisms for
coordinating effectively with states / tribes, state, and local
gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation approaches by federal, state, tribal &
local gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL

D

3.0
2.3
2.0

11
10
18

NWCC m and m
Identify best available
minimize risk & liability to industry under federal wildlife laws;
early contact incentive;

INSTITUTIONAL

C

2.0

18

adopt and promote use of best available tools for impact
evaluation

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation process that apply across Dof I and
FEDERAL agencies.

INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

D
C

2.2
2.5

18
18

Clarify role FWS, other fed agencies will play
provide a mechanism to incorporate learning/reduce
uncertainty over time and consider

PROCESS

C/D

2.9

17

establishing formal mechanism for periodic revisions to
Guidelines

PROCESS

D

2.5

17

establish consistent & collaborative process for meeting
objectives – if had guidelines, want to implement through
ongoing collaboraive process (what mean buy collaboration?)

PROCESS
PROCESS

A
D

2.8
2.3

17
18

Functional approac VS. PRESCRIPTIVE (need to elaborate)
ensure that local and geographic-specific concerns are
addressed and ensure broad acceptance of guidelines .
Broad enough so can be used by federal,s tate, local
jurisdictions.

PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS

D
D
D
C

1.6
2.1
1.8
2.5

18
17
18
18

Mechanism that stimulates USE OF guidelines.
If consistent with guidelines, should be a reward; ie non liability
minimize ineffective requirements or recommendations
establish flexible process that can accommodate unusual
considerations (what mean by unusual?)

PROCESS

A

2.7

18

adopt precautionary strategy in cases of serious but uncertain
threat to wildlife --

PROCESS

D

2.2

18

Open communications so developer knows where to go for
authorization, constraints, Fed, state, local, NGO, tribes,

PROCESS

C/D

3.0

18

Some kind of national data base where an agency can go to a
company looking at the wrong locations.

PROCESS

D

2.8

18

Empower local decision makers to make decisions.
Confidence doing it right. Enable peole at local level to make
decisions.

A second way to present this information (Table 2) is to sort by means across all issue categories, so that
those items ranked most important are shown in descending order (from most to least highest ranked).
Note here that, as anticipated, the listing of issues is led by biological and institutional considerations
directly related to the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation of negative impacts on wildlife and their
habitat. Another way to say this is that the main concerns of the FAC are expected to be related to
issues of biology and of environmental policy, as reflected in the backgrounds and affiliations of FAC
members.
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Table 2: WEIGHTS SORTED BY ASCENDING MEAN (1=MOST EFFECTIVE FOCUS)
Category
BIOLOGICAL

Charter
A

Mean
1.0

n
18

Description
Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on wildlife
populations and habitat

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.2

18

Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on federal and
state trust species (and fish, migra birds, endang species) and
associated habitats.

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Encourage early contact, develop incentives for early contact –
contact with local ngo’s tribes, ensure mechanisms for
coordinating effectively with states / tribes, state, and local
gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation approaches by federal, state, tribal &
local gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation process that apply across Dof I and
FEDERAL agencies.

PROCESS
LEGAL

D
D

1.6
1.6

18
18

Mechanism that stimulates USE OF guidelines.
Establish consistent framework with incentives to ensure
compliance with relevant federal statutes

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.7

18

Address indirect biological impacts such as displacement and
habitat fragmentation.

ECONOMIC

B

1.8

18

Avoid guidelines that would unduly suppress wind energy
development

PROCESS
BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL

D
A
C

1.8
1.9
1.9

18
18
18

minimize ineffective requirements or recommendations
wildlife populations on a landscape vs. project and specific
reduce uncertainty regarding biological impacts over time with
the goal of reducing those impacts over time.

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.9

18

Address cumulative biological impacts – focus on populations,
(local or larger scale) ---over space and time – including
landcape level impacts

BIOLOGICAL

C

2.0

18

provide methodology for risk and impact assessment that
captures environmental variability

ECONOMIC

D

2.0

18

Develop predictable and economically-efficient permit process
(F,S,T,GL)

ECONOMIC

B

2.0

18

Reach early agreement on the balance of expected impacts
and the cost of acquiring information, recognizing the effects of
economies of scale.

INSTITUTIONAL

D

2.0

18

minimize risk & liability to industry under federal wildlife laws;
early contact incentive;

INSTITUTIONAL

C

2.0

18

adopt and promote use of best available tools for impact
evaluation

PROCESS
INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

D
C
D
D

2.1
2.2
2.2
2.2

17
18
18
18

If consistent with guidelines, should be a reward; ie non liability
Macro approaches (GIS mapping)vs. micro, on site specific
Clarify role FWS, other fed agencies will play
Open communications so developer knows where to go for
authorization, constraints, Fed, state, local, NGO, tribes,

PROCESS

D

2.3

18

ensure that local and geographic-specific concerns are
addressed and ensure broad acceptance of guidelines .
Broad enough so can be used by federal, state, local
jurisdictions.

2.3

10

Identify best available

INSTITUTIONAL

11

INSTITUTIONAL
BIOLOGICAL
PROCESS

C/A
D
D

2.3
2.4
2.5

18
18
17

Ensure mechanism for addressing landscape-level impacts
Establish comprehensive framework to address all species
Establish consistent & collaborative process for meeting
objectives – if had guidelines, want to implement through
ongoing collaboraive process (what mean buy collaboration?)

PROCESS

C

2.5

18

Provide a mechanism to incorporate learning/reduce
uncertainty over time and consider

PROCESS

C

2.5

18

Establish flexible process that can accommodate unusual
considerations (what mean by unusual?)

PROCESS

A

2.7

18

Adopt precautionary strategy in cases of serious but uncertain
threat to wildlife --

PROCESS

D

2.8

18

Empower local decision makers to make decisions.
Confidence doing it right. Enable peole at local level to make
decisions.

PROCESS
ECONOMIC
INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

A

C/D

2.8
2.9
2.9
2.9

17
7
12
17

Functional vs. prescriptive emphasis
Evaluate relative costs and benefits to wildlife and wind
Voluntary (focus on voluntary) – a framework
Establishing formal mechanism for periodic revisions to
Guidelines

SOCIAL

C

2.9

18

Establish mechanisms for determining appropriate risk-mgt
response

INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

C/D

3.0
3.0

11
18

NWCC m and m
Some kind of national data base where an agency can go to a
company looking at the wrong locations.

3.4
3.7
3.7

17
6
18

improve education about wind and wildlife issues
Minimize post-construction decommissioning of wind facilities.
Determine what is threshold for agencies to take actions on
private lands?

SOCIAL

4.3

6

Does the presence of wind turbines affect (indirectly)
enjoyment of wildife, i.e.), hunting, photography? Observing
recreational pursuits.

SOCIAL
SOCIAL
ECONOMIC

4.5
4.5
4.7

6
6
6

Enhance/protect reputation of wind industry
Enhance/protect reputation of federal and state regulators
Encourage PTC, R and D, accelerated depreciation for
manufacturers

4.7

7

Address equity concerns regarding the distribution of costs
and benefits

SOCIAL
ECONOMIC
LEGAL

SOCIAL

D

D

A third way to present this information (Tables 3A – 3E) is by charter group (A – D), with the ranks sorted
by mean (again, from most to least important). This provides a useful perspective on the issues
considered by FAC members to be most effectively addressed in keeping with each of the Secretary’s
four directives to the Committee. Results are included for each of the four charter groups, showing the
distribution of responses in terms of the mean, median, and 25th and 75th percentile results. Items not
assigned to a charter group, but still considered to be important to at least some FAC members, are
shown at the end of these results (Table 3E).
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Table 3A: CHARTER GROUP A, SORTED BY MEAN
Category
BIOLOGICAL

Charter
A

Mean
1.0

n
18

Description
Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on wildlife
populations and habitat

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.2

18

Avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative impacts on federal and
state trust species (and fish, migra birds, endang species) and
associated habitats.

BIOLOGICAL

A

1.7

18

address indirect biological impacts such as displacement and
habitat fragmentation.

BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL

A
A

1.9
1.9

18
18

wildlife populations on a landscape vs. project and specific
address cumulative biological impacts – focus on populations,
(local or larger scale) ---over space and time – including
landcape level impacts

PROCESS

A

2.7

18

adopt precautionary strategy in cases of serious but uncertain
threat to wildlife --

PROCESS

A

2.8

17

Functional approac VS. PRESCRIPTIVE (need to elaborate)

A) Revision of interim guidelines
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
7 - adopt
6 - Functional
5 - address
4 - wildlife
2 - address
1 - Avoid,
3 - Avoid,
precautionary
approac VS.
indirect
populations on
cumulative
minimize, and
minimize, and
strategy in
PRESCRIPTIVE
biological
a landscape vs.
biological
mitigate negative mitigate negative
(need to
impacts such as
project and
impacts – focus cases of serious
impacts on
impacts on
but uncertain
elaborate)
specific
on populations,
wildlife
federal and state displacement
and habitat
(local or larger threat to wildlife
populations and trust species
-scale) ---over
habitat
(and fish, migra fragmentation.
space and time
birds, endang
– including
species) and
landcape level
associated
impacts
habitats.
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25th
Min
10th
Mean
Median
90th
Max
75th

Table 3B: CHARTER GROUP B, SORTED BY MEAN
Category
ECONOMIC

Charter
B

ECONOMIC

B

Mean
1.8

n
18

Description
Avoid guidelines that would unduly suppress wind energy
development

2.0

18

Reach early agreement on the balance of expected impacts
and the cost of acquiring information, recognizing the effects of
economies of scale.

B) Balancing potential impacts with costs of acquiring
information
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
8 - Avoid guidelines that would unduly
suppress wind energy development

9 - Reach early agreement on the
balance of expected impacts and the
cost of acquiring information,
recognizing the effects of economies of
scale.

14

25th
Min
10th
Mean
Median
90th
Max

Table 3C: CHARTER GROUP C, SORTED BY MEAN
Category
BIOLOGICAL

Charter
C

Mean
1.9

n
18

Description
reduce uncertainty regarding biological impacts over time with
the goal of reducing those impacts over time.

BIOLOGICAL

C

2.0

18

provide methodology for risk and impact assessment that
captures environmental variability

INSTITUTIONAL

C

2.0

18

adopt and promote use of best available tools for impact
evaluation

INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

C
C

2.2
2.5

18
18

Macro approaches (GIS mapping)vs. micro, on site specific
Provide a mechanism to incorporate learning/reduce
uncertainty over time and consider

PROCESS

C

2.5

18

Establish flexible process that can accommodate unusual
considerations (what mean by unusual?)

SOCIAL

C

2.9

18

Establish mechanisms for determining appropriate risk-mgt
response

INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

C/A
C/D

2.3
2.9

18
17

Ensure mechanism for addressing landscape-level impacts
Eestablishing formal mechanism for periodic revisions to
Guidelines

PROCESS

C/D

3.0

18

Some kind of national data base where an agency can go to a
company looking at the wrong locations.

25th
Min
10th
Mean
Median
90th
Max

C) Assessment of tools and procedures
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
11 - reduce
10 - provide
15 - adopt and
14 - Macro
13 - ensure
16 - provide a
uncertainty methodology for promote use of approaches mechanism for mechanism to
regarding
risk and impact best available
(GIS
addressing
incorporate
biological
assessment tools for impact mapping)vs. landscape-level learning/reduce
impacts over
that captures
evaluation
micro, on site
impacts
uncertainty over
time with the environmental
specific
time and
goal of reducing
variability
consider
those impacts
over time.

15

18 - establish
17 12 flexible process establishing
(2)establish
that can
formal
mechanisms
accommodate mechanism for for determining
unusual
periodic
appropriate
considerations
revisions to
risk-mgt
(what mean by
Guidelines
response
unusual?)

19 - Some kind
of national data
base where an
agency can go
to a company
looking at the
wrong
locations.

Table 3D: CHARTER GROUP D, SORTED BY MEAN
Category
INSTITUTIONAL

Charter
D

Mean
1.6

n
18

Description
Encourage early contact, develop incentives for early contact –
contact with local ngo’s tribes, ensure mechanisms for
coordinating effectively with states / tribes, state, and local
gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation approaches by federal, state, tribal &
local gov’ts

INSTITUTIONAL

D

1.6

18

Compatible evaluation process that apply across Dof I and
FEDERAL agencies.

PROCESS
LEGAL

D
D

1.6
1.6

18
18

Mechanism that stimulates use of guidelines.
Establish consistent framework with incentives to ensure
compliance with relevant federal statutes

PROCESS
ECONOMIC

D
D

1.8
2.0

18
18

Minimize ineffective requirements or recommendations
Develop predictable and economically-efficient permit process
(F,S,T,GL)

INSTITUTIONAL

D

2.0

18

Minimize risk & liability to industry under federal wildlife laws;
early contact incentive;

PROCESS
INSTITUTIONAL
PROCESS

D
D
D

2.1
2.2
2.2

17
18
18

If consistent with guidelines, should be a reward; ie non liability
Clarify role FWS, other fed agencies will play
Open communications so developer knows where to go for
authorization, constraints, Fed, state, local, NGO, tribes,

PROCESS

D

2.3

18

Ensure that local and geographic-specific concerns are
addressed and ensure broad acceptance of guidelines .
Broad enough so can be used by federal,s tate, local
jurisdictions.

BIOLOGICAL
PROCESS

D
D

2.4
2.5

18
17

Establish comprehensive framework to address all species
Establish consistent & collaborative process for meeting
objectives – if had guidelines, want to implement through
ongoing collaboraive process (what mean buy collaboration?)

PROCESS

D

2.8

18

Empower local decision makers to make decisions.
Confidence doing it right. Enable peole at local level to make
decisions.

SOCIAL
SOCIAL

D
D

3.4
4.7

17
7

Improve education about wind and wildlife issues
Address equity concerns regarding the distribution of costs
and benefits
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Category
INSTITUTIONAL
ECONOMIC
INSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
ECONOMIC
LEGAL
Mean
2.3
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.7
3.7
n
10
7
12
11
6
18

SOCIAL
4.3
6

Does the presence of wind turbines affect (indirectly)
enjoyment of wildife, i.e.), hunting, photography? Observing
recreational pursuits.

SOCIAL
SOCIAL
ECONOMIC

4.5
4.5
4.7

6
6
6

Enhance/protect credibility of wind industry
enhance/protect credibility of federal and state regulators
Encourage PTC, R and D, accelerated depreciation for
manufacturers

Charter

17

22 - (6)improve education about wind and wildlife
issues

29 - establish consistent & collaborative process for
meeting objectives – if had guidelines, want to
implement through ongoing collaboraive process
35 - Empower local decision makers to make
decisions. Confidence doing it right. Enable peole at
local level to make decisions.

20 - establish comprehensive framework to address
all species

30 - ensure that local and geographic-specific
concerns are addressed and ensure broad
acceptance of guidelines . Broad enough so can be

34 - Open communications so developer knows
where to go for authorization, constraints, Fed, state,
local, NGO, tribes,

28 - Clarify role FWS, other fed agencies will play

32 - If consistent with guidelines, should be a reward;
ie non liability

21 - Develop predictable and economically-efficient
permit process (F,S,T,GL)

26 - minimize risk & liability to industry under federal
wildlife laws; early contact incentive;

33 - minimize ineffective requirements or
recommendations

23 - Establish consistent framework with incentives to
ensure compliance with relevant federal statutes

31 - Mechanism that stimulates USE OF guidelines.

27 - Compatible evaluation process that apply across
Dof I and FEDERAL agencies.

25 - Compatible evaluation approaches by federal,
state, tribal & local gov’ts

24 - Encourage early contact, develop incentives for
early contact – contact with local ngo’s tribes, ensure
mechanisms for coordinating effectively with states /

D Process for co-ordinating and standardizing state, tribal, local and national approaches

6

5

4

3
25th
Min
10th
Mean
Median
90th
Max

2

1

0

Table 3E: ITEMS NOT ASSIGNED A CHARTER GROUP, SORTED BY MEAN

Description
Identify best available
Evaluate relative costs and benefits to wildlife and wind
Voluntary (focus on voluntary) – a framework
NWCC Methods and Metrics document
Minimize post-construction decommissioning of wind facilities.
Determine what is threshold for agencies to take actions on
private lands?

4.0 Overview and Next Steps
The discussions at the June 18 “special” meeting of the FAC committee were helpful in identifying those
key issues that should receive the bulk of the attention of future analyses and dialogue, because they
are considered to be important by many FAC members and because there is broad agreement that
discussions on these topics are likely to be effective and to produce results relating to impacts on
wildlife from wind turbines that will be useful to the Secretary of Interior. The basic process followed in
the meeting is shown below:
Step 1: Discuss initial listing of issues
Step 2: Expand / test this list to make sure it is comprehensive and accurate
Step 3: Group the full list of issues with reference to the 4‐point FAC Charter
Step 4: Divide issues into three groups: those directly relevant to FAC, those likely to be
influenced or informed by FAC, and those that are possibly important but outside FAC’s mandate
Step 5: Of those issues considered directly relevant to FAC (step 4), ask: Where can the
Committee’s work be most effective, with respect the development of guidelines or a risk framework
that will provide advice to the Secretary of Interior on wind turbine / wildlife interactions?
Step 6: Rank issues and present results of the analysis in different ways to aid interpretation and
usefulness.

In our opinion, the list of issues that show up as being most important after this exercise are still in need
of further clarification. Much progress has been made to date (e.g., on scope and on the definition of
terms such as “wildlife”) but much work remains to define other terms (e.g., “address uncertainty”) or
actions (e.g., “mitigation”) in ways that will facilitate effective and efficient decision making by industry
and by local, state, Tribal, and federal decision makers. In part, this will require that key tradeoffs be
addressed explicitly: every time the word “minimize” or “protect” is used, there are implied goals or
constraints that should be clarified (minimize up to the point that ….., protect so as to achieve …..). In
part, it will require learning more about how to address remaining issues of scope and focus, including
the following:
•

How will the impacts on wildlife from electricity substations and distribution lines be handled, at
least to the extent that these are related to the implications of different wind turbine siting
strategies?

•

How will FAC recommendations address differences in the implications of wildlife impact
evaluation frameworks across different forms of energy?
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•

What types of incentives will be considered so as to encourage acceptance of FAC
recommendations by industry and by state, local, and Tribal risk managers?

•

How will the national FAC recommendations address differences in the guidelines already put
forth by States?

•

To what extent should FAC recommendations anticipate issues that are likely to be raised as a
result of public perceptions of wind turbine / wildlife interactions (e.g., episodic events)?

•

To what extent should FAC provide a framework for helping developers to make choices across
different mitigation options?

•

How will FAC accommodate and/or seek to influence input from other wind / wildlife guidance
efforts (e.g., NWCC, NREL)?

•

What guidance will FAC provide as to how states, local governments, or Tribes should address
issues of information quality or address differences of opinion across industry, ngo’s, citizen
groups, or other agencies with respect to likely impacts of turbine sitings on wildlife?

•

To what extent will FAC seek to provide assistance to states, local government, or Tribes with
respect to what it means to establish an effective collaborative decision making process?

•

To what extent will FAC seek to provide assistance with respect to monitoring (post‐
construction) strategies and how the results of monitoring should feed back into decision
making?

•

To what extent will FAC seek to provide guidance regarding the development of adaptive
strategies or precautionary strategies as means to incorporate uncertainty?

These are important questions, and (in our opinion) how these questions (and others) are answered by
FAC members over the coming months will, to a large extent, determine the success of the undertaking.
We appreciate the opportunities we have been given to work with FAC, and we look forward to future
discussions should further input be considered useful.
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ATTACHMENT A
Draft – v2
6.9.08
Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee
Objectives & Scoping Workshop
Robin Gregory/Graham Long
Denver, CO – June 18 2008
Meeting Agenda
8:00

Introductions and workshop goals (D. Stout)

8:15

Review of previous discussions (FAC and other case studies)
- scope
- principles
- objectives

9:15

Group elicitation: FAC objectives and scope

10:00

Coffee/juice break

10:15

Breakout groups (one hour, then reconvene)

11:45

Lunch (and break for outside air)

1:00

Introduction to performance measures
- purpose
- choice of scales

1:30

Group elicitation: performance measures

2:30

Illustrative weighting exercise

3:00

Coffee/juice break

3:15

Results of weighting exercise: discussion

3:45

Key questions:
- using objectives to create effective guidelines
- addressing uncertainty
- overview philosophy (role of Adaptive or Precautionary approaches)
- dealing with data gaps & data quality
- role of subcommittees
- coordination with parallel wind/wildlife efforts

4:15

Next steps, responsibilities and schedule (D. Stout/A. Arnold)

4:40

Public Comments

5:00
Close
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
* FWS Regional Office,134 Union Blvd, Lakewood Colorado
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ATTACHMENT B

WIND TURBINE GUIDELINES ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
STRUCTURED DECISION MAKING WORKSHOP
June 18, 2008
Lakewood, Colorado
FINAL PARTICIPANTS LIST
Michael Azeka
Director, Planning & Permitting
AES Wind Generation
4542 Ruffner Street, Suite 200
San Diego, California 92111-2239
mike.azeka@aes.com
858-573-2018

George T. Allen
Chief, Branch of Policies, Permits &
Regulations
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 North Fairfax Drive
MBSP 4107
Arlington, Virginia 22203
George_T_Allen@fws.gov
703 358-1825

Panama Bartholomy
Advisor to the Commissioner
California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Pbarthol@energy.state.ca.us
916-654-4896

Taber Allison
Vice President
Massachusetts Audubon Society
208 South Great Road
Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773
tallison@massaudubon.org
781-259-2145

Brenda L. Beatty
Senior Biologist
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, Colorado 80401
brenda_beatty@nrel.gov
303-275-3234

Cheryl Amrani
Special Assistant to the Assistant Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 North Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22203
Cheryl_Amrani@fws.gov
703-358-2161

Kathy Boydston
Program Coordinator
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744-3291
kathy.boydston@tpwd.state.tx.us
512-389-4638

Ed Arnett
BWEC Director
Bat Conservation International
P.O. Box 162603
Austin, Texas 78716
earnett@batcon.org
512-327-9721

Rene Braud
Permitting Director
Horizon Wind Energy
808 Travis, Suite 700
Houston, Texas 77002
Rene.Braud@horizonwind.com
713-265-0350

Abby S. Arnold
Vice President
Kearns & West
1425 K Street, NW, Suite 410
Washington, DC 20037
aarnold@kearnswest.com
202-535-7800
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Karen Douglas
Commissioner
California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
kldougla@energy.state.ca.us

James O. Cochran
Gunnison County Sage-grouse Conservation
Coordinator
Gunnison County
200 East Virginia Avenue
Gunnison, Colorado 81230
jcochran@gunnisoncounty.org
970-641-7604

Jim Eisen
Vice President - Regulatory
BP Alternative Energy
1611 Telegraph Avenue, Suite 1515
Oakland, California 94612
jim.eisen@bp.com
510-267-0320

Craig Cox
Executive Director
Interwest Energy Alliance
P.O. Box 272
Conifer, Colorado 80433
cox@interwest.org
303-679-9331

Larry R. Gamble
Environmental Contaminants Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
134 Union Boulevard
Lakewood, Colorado 80228
Larry_R_Gamble@fws.gov
303-236-4260

Cindy Crane
Vice President, Strategy
PacifiCorp
825 NE Multnomak, Suite 2000
Portland, Oregon 97232
cindy.crane@pacificorp.com
503-813-6787

Susan Goodwin
DOI (CADR)
1801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20006
susan_goodwin@ios.doi.gov
202-327-5346

Scott R. Darling
Wildlife Biologist
Vermont Fish & Wildlife Department
271 North Main Street, Suite 215
Rutland, Vermont 05701
scott.darling@state.vt.us
802-786-3862

Robin Gregory
Researcher and Consultant
Value Scope Research
1160 Devina Drive
RR2 S 52 C 4
Galiano, British Columbia V0N 1P0
rgregory@interchange.ubc.ca
250-539-5701

Mike Daulton
Director of Conservation Policy
National Audubon Society
1150 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
mdaulton@audubon.org
202-861-2242 ext. 3030

Matthew G. Hare
Director of Government Relations, IA, KS,
NE
The Nature Conservancy
1025 Leavenworth
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
mhare@tnc.org
402-342-0282

Aimee Delach
Senior Science Associate
Defenders of Wildlife
1130 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
adelach@defenders.org
202-772-0271
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Gerard L. Hawkins
Special Advisor, National Wildlife Refuge
Association
Elias, Matz, Tiernan & Herrick, LLP
734 15th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20002
ghawk@emth.com
202-347-0300

Jeri Lawrence
Director, Blackfeet Tribal Renewable
Energy
Blackfeet Nation
P.O. Box 850
Browning, Montana 59417
notearsjl@hotmail.com
406-338-5194 ext. 2115

Greg Hueckel
Assistant Director, Habitat Program
Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife
600 N. Capitol Way
Olympia, Washington 98502
Hueckgjh@dfw.wa.gov
360-902-2416

Steve Lindenberg
Acting Program Manager
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
steve.lindenberg@ee.doe.gov
202-586-2783
Andrew O. Linehan
Wind Energy Permitting Director
PPM Energy
1125 NW Couch St., Suite 700
Portland, Oregon 97209-4129
andy.linehan@ppmenergy.com
503-796-6955

Laurie Jodziewicz
Manager of Siting Policy
American Wind Energy Assocation
1101 14th Street, NW, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
ljodziewicz@awea.org
202-383-2516

Rachel London
Fish and Wildlife Biologist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
4401 North Fairfax Drive
Room 840
Arlington, Virginia 22203
Rachel_London@fws.gov
703-358-2491

Delanie Kellon
Ph.D. Student
Michigan State University
131 Natural Resources Building
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
kellonde@msu.edu
517-862-1324

Graham Long
Partner
Compass Resource Management
Suite 200, 1260 Hamilton Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 2S8
604 641 2875

Brian T. Kelly
Project Leader
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
5353 Yellowstone Road
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82009
Brian_T_Kelly@fws.gov
307-772-2374

Robert Manes
Director of Conservation Programs
The Nature Conservancy, Kansas
108 N. Sherman
Sedan, Kansas 67361
rmanes@TNC.org
620-725-3324

Doug Kusyk
Senior Counsel
PacifiCorp
825 NE Multnomak, Suite 2000
Portland, Oregon 97232
doug.kusyk@pacificorp.com
503-813-6270
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Robert Robel
Professor Emeritus of Environmental
Biology
Kansas State University
116 Ackert Hall
Manhattan, Kansas 66506-4901
rjrobel@ksu.edu
785-532-6644

Tim Modde
Environmental Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
134 Union Boulevard
Lakewood, Colorado 80228
Tim_Modde@fws.gov
303-236-4253
Laura Nagy
Science Lead
Tetra Tech EC, Inc.
1750 SW Harbor Way, Suite 400
Portland, Oregon 97201
Laura.Nagy@tteci.com
503-721-7214

Larry Semo
Senior Ecologist
SWCA Environmental Consultants
295 Interlocken Boulevard, Suite 300
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
lsemo@swca.com
303-487-1183

Kyle Paulson
Permitting Coordinator
Clipper Windpower Development Company,
Inc.
1624 Market Street, Suite 203
Denver, Colorado 80202
kpaulson@clipperwind.com
303-663-0443

Keith Sexson
Assistant Secretary for Operations
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
512 SE 25th Avenue
Pratt, Kansas 67124
keiths@wp.state.ks.us
620-672-0701
Mark Sinclair
Deputy Director/Vice President
Clean Energy States Alliance/Clean Energy
Group
50 State Street, Suite 1
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
msinclair@cleanegroup.org
802-223-2554 x206

Winifred Perkins
Manager of Environmental Relations
Florida Power and Light Company
700 Universe Boulevard
Juno Beach, Florida 33408
Winifred_Perkins@fpl.com
561-691-7046
Steven Quarles
Chair, Environment and Natural Resources
Group
Crowell & Moring LLP
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2595
squarles@crowell.com
202-624-2665

Mike Stempel
Fisheries ARD
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
134 Union Boulevard, Suite 665
Lakewood, Colorado 80228
Mike_Stempel@fws.gov
303-236-4510

Rich Rayhill
Vice President
Ridgeline Energy, LLC
720 W. Idaho Street, Suite 39
Boise, Idaho 83702
rrayhill@rl-en.com
208-841-5037

David J. Stout
Designated Federal Officer
U.S. Fish and Wildlfe Service
4401 North Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22203
Dave_Stout@fws.gov
703-358-2555
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Dale Strickland
Senior Vice President
Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc.
2003 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
dstrickland@west-inc.com
307-634-1756
Patrick D. Traylor
Partner
Hogan & Hartson, LLP
Columbia Square
555 13th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20004
pdtraylor@hhlaw.com
202-637-6866
Jeff Underwood
Deputy Assistant Regional Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
300 Westgate Center Drive
Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
Jeff_Underwood@fws.gov
413-253-8408
Wendy Wallace
Energy Analyst
Energetics Incorporated
901 D Street SW
Suite 100
Washington, DC 20024
wwallace@energetics.com
202-406-4122
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ATTACHMENT C
PUBLIC COMMENT
Name: Jim Sturrock
Ranch: Lonesome Pines Land and Cattle Co
Location: Grover, Colorado
I feel like a dog face pulled from the trenches going before the Chief of Staff.
Let me describe the field of battle.
The Ranch has 4000 acres with four miles of escarpment with a Golden Eagle nest, a pair of
Prairie Falcons, various hawks including the Red Tail, Great Horned Owl and on top Sharp Tail
Grouse. In the escarpment there are Limber Pines that are all new growth. There is a stump by
ring count that was 1500 years old when converted to BTU's, probably during the construction of
the Transcontinental Railroad along the Wyoming border.
It is on a fly way. At one time I would wake up to find the yard covered with Robins. After a
couple of days of lay over, I would find them gone. What's left of the population still spends a
day or two in lay over. The population is 1/3 of what it was prior to the West Nile virus epidemic.
There has been a strike, not on my property, but on the property just to the north. A hawk was
chopped in half. It was down played as being only a sub-adult. Yet only a quarter mile away
stands a Hoodoo off the escarpment with an active hawk nest on top of it.
I am not talking about a ma and pa wind farm of only 10 to 12 turbines. This is a farm with 285
turbines with a planned second phase of equal number.
The wind farm may not have eminent domain, but the transmission lines do through the Federal
Energy Commission. The contractor of the transmission lines does understand the Eagle Golden
Eagle Act. On the 1 1/2 miles across my land, they have installed every possible eagle deterrent
know: spikes on the cross arms, cones on top of poles and reflectors along the top wires. The
transmission line is one mile north of the eagle's nest. But, on the other hand, when it came to
my contract,
a buffer of 25 feet for the utility pole location from the edge of the escarpment was interpreted to
mean bull dozing the escarpment back on the bottom for the 25 foot buffer.
I have 10 turbines that I receive royalties on. Another 12 are on land that I purchased for $200.00
per acre at auction. If the land had been auctioned with royalties, there were a number of buyers
willing to pay $1000.00 per acre. Normal fallowed land was going for $400.00 to $500.00 per
acre. The auction included 9000 acres in the three corner area (Nebraska, Colorado, and
Wyoming).
Between the wind farm construction impact and the blizzard of 2006, I hope to have the ranch
back together in another year. For example, they (the wind farm) damaged a High Tensile
Electric fence and claimed "it is fixed" by driving a metal T post into the ground attaching the
positive charge wire to it to making a direct ground. As President Clinton said " it is all in the
definition of the word IS".
It is said that President Johnson once commented while filling his cabinet-that you should bring in
members of the opposition. It is better to have them in the tent pissing out than to have them on
the outside pissing in. I was the last individual to sign on in March of 2006 recalling President
Johnson's comment. My thought process:maybe on board, I might be able to have a little
influence.
My lease calls for a study, which started at the end of nesting season in July of 2006. Post
construction study is being done starting in February of 2008. Both studies are being done by
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West. I feel that they are doing a damn good monitoring job. They place a Mallard Duck below
various turbines to determine shelf life of the possible bird strike. I can take you to a pair of foxes
who greatly appreciate the Peking Duck. They do not even question the reason for the Easter
Egg Hunt every other day.
Schedule of Events:
March 2006 Signed contract
August 2006: Weld County Commissioners approve the permit
October 2006: Final Project Design based on location of B26 turbine on my property
November 2006: Construction commences
December 2006: 1st Ammendment to contract
December 2007:; Went Commercial
Post survey started February or March of 2008
Let me tell you Voluntary Compliance does not work. IT DOES NOT WORK!!!
Over here on the left, one member of this commission stated "We have the stick, what we need is
the carrot"
Us farmers-if we wish to receive a Welfare Check or tax credit for conservation easements-must
comply with all the rules and regulations set forth by the government. It is our choice to volunteer
to accept the requirements in return for receiving a welfare check. It is still our choice on whether
to volunteer or not.
I am often referred to as just a disgruntled land owner. You damn right I am disgruntled. There
are seven clauses to the lease that are in noncompliance . For example a simple one- I was to
receive a copy of the avian study. I have yet to receive it. Why do I have to sue to get
compliance to a signed and recorded contract. And you expect volunteers to step forward. At
this time all I can say is that the attorney's (theirs and mine) are talking.
I fully realize that I am like the little mouse in the ballad who stood back on his hind haunches in
the middle of the bar room floor roaring "Bring on the gosh darn cat".
Any questions?
Jim Sturrock
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Good Afternoon.
My name is Kyle Paulson, Permitting Coordinator for Clipper Windpower Development
Company, a subsidiary of Clipper Windpower. The Clipper family of companies
specializes in the development and manufacture of wind energy technology and the
development, construction, and operation of wind energy projects.
Based on the vision and direction of our company’s founder and CEO, Jim Dehlsen, we
at Clipper strive to deploy our technology and develop our projects with the utmost
integrity and economy while minimizing our adverse impacts to surrounding communities
and the natural environment.
Clipper supports this Federal Advisory Committee’s efforts and believes these efforts will
ultimately establish greater clarity and consistency regarding the methods and protocols
for evaluating impacts to wildlife by all levels of government.
The primary concept that Clipper advocates for today is that these guidelines are
developed as a framework of standardized methods and protocols that are flexible in
their application, not as a “one size fits all” set of minimum standards. Each project
should be recognized as unique and therefore the necessary level of effort for evaluating
impacts to wildlife will inherently vary from project to project.
Again, Clipper greatly appreciates the effort being undertaken by the members of the
Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to comment today.
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Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee
Next Steps Resulting From June 18, 2008 Workshop
Draft for review and comment
•
•
•
•

Edit issues/values discussed by FAC and distribute for review and comment
Ranking results edit and distribute to FAC for review and comment
Discuss issues/values and ranking results at July 23-24, 2008 meeting and
finalize, if possible.
In discussing values/issues and ranking, the FAC agreed to return to the following
“parking lot” tasks
o definition of wildlife, address risk uncertainty, and prescriptive and
functional (either at the next meeting or between July and October),
o how/or whether to address economic benefits and costs of wind power – in
context of recommendations, and
o determine whether there is any threshold for agencies to take actions on
private lands

•

•
.
•

FWS team and Facilitator(s) will distribute:
• summary from June 18 Workshop ASAP
• logistics sheet for July 23-24 meeting, and July 22 Field Trip
• agenda for July 23-24 meeting
• confirmed conference call schedule and schedule conference calls for
workgroups that are not yet scheduled
FWS will monitor progress of Nominated Alternates and apprise alternates of
their status once the Secretary has reviewed the application package.
All Subcommittees:
o Meet by conference call to:
o Review and continue with work plan
o Review issues/values and determine if the Subcommittee can address any
of them; if not, recommend whether another group may be able to address
them or recommend that a new working group be formed.
o Prepare a report to the FAC for the July meeting including at least:
 Status of Subcommittee progress
 Offer product for review and comment by FAC
 What additional issues does Subcommittee need to address and
whether additional expertise is needed (for example Risk
Uncertainty Subcommittee).
 Be prepared to offer insights about whether Subcommittee can
bring more refined product to FAC at October meeting.
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•

Principles Subcommittee review values/issues and determine if original drafted
principles should be modified or replaced by values/issues. (Note: FAC discussed
two kinds of principles (a) those for the FAC itself (internal); and (b) principles
that might offer guidance or context for FAC recommendations (external).
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